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The jade toad fairy was shocked, and her beautiful eyes were staring at Ye Chen. In the dark, she caught 

a very old breath. 

 

It's the breath of the distant old days! 

 

The jade toad fairy also comes from the old days. She is a star beast of the old days. 

 

Now, when she saw Ye Chen's martial arts breath, she felt very familiar with it, and even caught a trace 

of the cause and effect of tianwu immortal gate! 

 

Tianwuxianmen is a school founded by Wuzu. In the past, the old master was in charge of Taoism. 

Wutian, the demon ancestor, was a member of tianwuxianmen. 

 

"Is Ye Zaitian the descendant of tianwuxian sect?" 

 

The jade toad fairy was very frightened. After the tianwu fairy gate was broken, all the people, except 

the demon ancestor Wutian, almost died. 

 

Even if you don't die, you will lose your luck and become a useless person. 

 

With the development of time, the majesty of tianwuxianmen has already dissipated. However, Wutian, 

the demon ancestor, secretly sent someone to look for the descendants of tianwuxianmen. 

 

The jade toad fairy's delicate body trembles slightly. If ye zaiti is really the descendant of tianwu 

immortal, the cause and effect is really very important. She must report to the devil Wutian. 

 



Taoist xuanchen's chin and beard are shaking slightly. He naturally knows the legend of tianwu immortal 

gate. Wutian, the demon ancestor, has entrusted him to look for the descendants of tianwu immortal 

gate. 

 

"Fairy, this man's martial arts atmosphere seems to be connected with Jiuyou evil king Shi Qingtian!" 

 

Xuanchen Taoist felt the martial spirit of Ye Chen, and his will of Jiuyou hell made him fear. 

 

Bang! 

 

Between them, ye Chen claps his hand fiercely in the arena. The tide of demons is surging, the nine 

secluded places are like prisons, covering hundreds of millions of time and space. It seems that the 

universe is about to be destroyed, and his hand shows the extremely terrible power of martial arts. 

 

This kind of power is unique to the old martial arts! 

 

The martial arts in the old days were much braver than they are today. They were tough and had no 

partners. They were indomitable and ruthless. 

 

This palm shot out, like crushing mole ants, the four talented warriors, under Ye Chen Jiuyou's palm, all 

burst out and died, the flesh and soul all burst out in an instant, turned into blood rain all over the sky 

and dissipated with the wind. 

 

There was a complete silence. 

 

Feeling the martial will of Ye Chen, everyone is silent. 

 

The breath of the four layers of heaven in baijiejing is too strong. Killing people is just like killing mole 

ants. It's too brave and terrible. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are red with blood, flashing with strong murders, bloodthirsty and crazy. 

 



Of course, this is not his will, it is the will of nine you evil king Shi Qingtian. 

 

In Ye Chen's present state of mind, those four talented martial arts people never knew him. Naturally, 

he would not have any hatred. 

 

It's just that shiqingtian, the evil king of Jiuyou, has a rough life path, so he has a will to kill people. Even 

if he doesn't know anyone, he will kill them to vent his anger. In fact, Daoxin has reached a very 

dangerous point, and he will be possessed at any time. 

 

Ye Chen estimates that as long as he kills xuanjiyue and saves Jiuyou's real body, he can calm down. 

 

The jade toad fairy saw that the four talented warriors, including the disciples in his villa, were killed by 

Ye Chen, but he was not angry, just shocked. 

 

She shocked Ye Chen's strength and martial arts. 

 

"You're right. The martial art of killing heaven by Ye has something in common with the legendary Jiuyou 

evil king." 

 

The jade toad fairy took a look at Taoist xuanchen and said in a deep voice. 

 

Jiuyouxijun is the true disciple of tianwuxian sect in the past. In terms of seniority, he is the younger 

martial brother of wujueshen and Wutian! 

 

Taoist xuanchen's eyes flashed and said to the jade toad fairy, "don't worry, fairy. I'll find out the details 

of Ye killing heaven!" 

 

Boom! 

 

As they spoke, the sky was shaken in vain. A bright crystal awn was shining, and a stone tablet appeared 

out of thin air. 

 



This stone tablet, showing an ancient dark color, is engraved with gold characters, which are the names 

of people. 

 

At this moment, this stone tablet resonates with Ye Chen. 

 

Later, ye Chen's name appeared on the stone tablet, but it was "ye zatian". 

 

At the same time, there are four names on the stone tablet, which fade away and are completely 

erased. They are the names of the four talented warriors. As soon as they die, the names on the stone 

tablet disappear. 

 

"Heaven forbidding list is born!" 

 

"Ye Shitian's name, ranked... 674?" 

 

"No! How can he rank so low when he has four layers in the world and is so powerful? " 

 

All the audience saw the sudden emergence of the stone tablet. It was a commotion. 

 

And in the midst of the commotion, the stone tablet gradually faded away and finally disappeared 

among the clouds. 

 

This stone tablet, in fact, is the famous stone tablet of forbidden heaven in the dark sea. It's a list! 

 

There are two lists of the dark forbidden sea, which are the forbidden heaven list and the forbidden God 

list. The forbidden heaven list has a total of 1000 seats, including the strong under the age of 1000. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes slightly narrowed, looking at the stone tablet that dissipated, whispered: "my name, 

finally also stay in the forbidden sky list?" 

 

Ranking 674, which makes Ye Chen a little surprised and reasonable. 



 

After all, his current breath of the four layers of heaven in Baiji realm is the power of Jiuyou evil king, not 

his. Moreover, he uses the pseudonym of Ye Zaitian and takes Yintian Shendan. His fighting power is 

limited, and his appearance is just the ordinary seven layers of heaven in the real realm. 

 

It's also reasonable to rank 674 in the seven level sky of ordinary reality. 

 

The power of Jiuyou evil king retreats from yechen and returns to reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"Master of the tomb, congratulations on your name on the list. This stone tablet of forbidden heaven list 

is actually a subsidiary tablet evolved from the stele of emperor of heaven. If you can keep your name 

on the list, it's more or less a blessing of luck. Although this blessing is insignificant to your reincarnation 

blood, it's better than nothing." 

 

Jiuyou evil king way. 

 

"It turned out to be the forbidden heaven list. Did it evolve from the stele of emperor Fengshen?" Ye 

Chen is quite surprised. 

 

Jiuyou said: "exactly! This list is not bound by human resources. It is absolutely just and is made by 

heaven and earth. " 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "absolute justice, that is not necessarily, I hide the strength, but not found 

out." 

 

Nine you evil Jun way: "that is the tomb master adult supernatural power, deceived heaven and earth, 

others can't do." 

 

Ye Chen smiles and does not comment. 

 

At the VIP table, Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy were very surprised to see ye Chen's ranking. 

 



"This leaf kills the sky, the strength is so strong, how can the rank be so low?" 

 

The jade toad fairy was puzzled and said. 

 

Taoist xuanchen pondered for a while and said: "his breath of the four layers of heaven in the hundred 

flail realm may not be his own cultivation. Maybe he borrowed the power of Jiuyou evil king. If Jiuyou 

evil king is not dead..." 

 

The jade toad fairy said, "check! We must find out. It's not a trivial matter. My ancestors have been 

secretly looking for the descendants of tianwu immortal sect. If we can find them, it's definitely a great 

achievement. You and I can get a great reward. " 
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Xuanchen Taoist Mou son a coagulation, way: "yes! Please don't worry. I will find a way to find out. " 

 

At this time, in the arena, the old referee announced in a loud voice with excitement and awe: 

 

"The second hell trial, the winner is ye LiuTian!" 

 

As soon as the sound of these words fell, a burst of warm applause broke out in the audience. 

 

Leng MuQing and Jian Mingming look at Ye Chen with astonished eyes. 

 

The referee said, "the third match will be held in three days!" 

 

"Congratulations to Ye Jitian. This is your prize." 

 

The old man took out a token and gave it to Ye Chen. 



 

Ye Chen took a look, this token printed with a "hunting" word, is to participate in the hunting 

convention of the keepsake, hunting God order! 

 

"Thank you very much." 

 

Finally got the order of hunting God, ye Chen is very excited, bows his hand to the referee, and then 

turns to leave. 

 

And with the end of the game, the audience on the scene, but also with a lingering mood, one after 

another exit. 

 

Ye Chen's performance today really opened their eyes. 

 

Sword nameless and cold MuQing, quickly follow Ye Chen. 

 

"Hey, masked man, I didn't expect you to be so good." 

 

Leng MuQing a burst of praise, obviously Ye Chen's strength, greatly beyond her expectation. 

 

Ye Chen just smiles and doesn't speak. 

 

Leng MuQing said, "are you willing to trade the fragments of the magic weapon for me?" 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and said, "I'll talk about it later. I'm leaving now." 

 

Ye Chen wants to leave when the hunting order has arrived. He is going to go back to Beimang ancestral 

place to discuss with Xiao Huang about the hunting meeting. 

 

"My Lord, wait a minute." 



 

But at this time, reincarnation cemetery, but spread nine you evil king's voice, he called Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen in the heart move, exchange a way with the divine idea: "elder generation still have 

something?" 

 

Jiuyou evil king looked at the hell Taoist center and said, "the core of the array in this hell Taoist center 

is a Jiuyou star stone. This Jiuyou star stone is the natural material and local treasure of the old times. 

It's a specialty of tianwu immortal gate. I want that spirit stone." 

 

Ye Chen said: "do you want the nine secluded star stone?" 

 

Jiuyou said: "that's right! I'm so obsessed that I'll be possessed at any time, and the nine secluded star 

stone can help me to stabilize my mind, so as not to go into the wrong way. " 

 

Ye Chen's eyebrows are slightly wrinkled, and Jiuyou's Taoism is not optimistic. 

 

The fighting in the old days brought him serious wounds, which could not be cured unless the blood of 

the yuhuanggudi was used to make up for. 

 

Although Jiuyou Xingshi can not be cured completely, it can at least stabilize the situation of Jiuyou Xijun 

temporarily. 

 

It's just that the nine you star stone is the core of the array eye of hell Taoist center. Where can it be so 

easy to get? 

 

Seeing ye Chen's hesitation, Jiu you Xie Jun said, "Tomb master, can you steal Jiu you Xing Shi for me? In 

fact, it's not theft. After all, it's from tianwuxianmen. I was in charge of the special vein of jiuyouxingshi. 

It was originally my thing. I discovered the vein myself, so I made great achievements and was named 

zhenzhuan disciple. " 

 



Jiuyou Xijun's talent of martial arts is quite good, but there is a big gap between him and the old master, 

Wutian. In the end, he was accepted as a true disciple because he found Jiuyou Xingshi vein and made 

great achievements. 

 

Ye Chen heart move, way: "good, elder, I try." 

 

With that, ye Chen thought about the way to steal the stone. 

 

"Nameless, let's stay here and wait for three days to see the last test." 

 

Ye Chen plans to stay in hell Taoist Center for a while, then he says to the sword nameless way. 

 

Sword nameless bow hand way: "be, leaf adult." 

 

Leng MuQing said: "then I'll stay, masked man. When you are willing to trade magic pieces, I'll leave, or 

I'll follow you all the time." 

 

Ye Chen ha ha a smile, also don't bother to pay attention to Leng MuQing, way: "whatever you want." 

 

After saying that, ye Chen waves his hand and takes the sword to live in the courtyard next to the Taoist 

temple. 

 

Leng MuQing, of course, lived near them. She always wanted to get the fragments of the Bone Demon 

flag. 

 

Ye Chen stayed in the courtyard guest room and communicated with Jiuyou evil king. 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun tells Ye Chen about many legends of the old times, which really opens Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

So at night, there was a knock on the door. 



 

"Who?" 

 

Ye chenpo was a little puzzled. He put on his mask and opened the door. However, he saw an old man 

standing outside the door. Behind the old man, there were several followers. 

 

"Brother ye, my name is Taoist xuanchen, and I'm the leader of hell's Taoism." 

 

The old man arched his hand with a smile and said. 

 

"Oh, it's Mr. xuanchen. Nice to meet you." 

 

Ye Chen also heard the name of Taoist xuanchen, so he arched his hand to return the salute. He secretly 

guessed the origin of Taoist xuanchen. 

 

Taoist xuanchen motioned to his followers, and several followers behind him, each holding a gift box, 

presented it to Ye Chen. 

 

"Little brother ye, congratulations on your passing the trial competition and getting the order of hunting 

God. I wish you a prosperous martial arts career and a brilliant future in the old alliance. This is a little of 

my heart." 

 

Taoist xuanchen said with a smile. 

 

The entourage opened the gift box, which contained some precious pills, concentrates, natural 

materials, local treasures, rare magic weapons, drawings and so on. They were all valuable things. 

 

Of course, for ye Chen, these gifts are of little value. Now the only things that can move him are the nine 

heavenly magic, the supreme sword, the supreme artifact and so on. 

 

"Thank you for your gift." 



 

Ye Chen kept his courtesy and accepted the gift from Taoist xuanchen. 

 

When Taoist xuanchen saw that ye Chen was willing to accept the gift, and his attitude was gentle, 

which was quite different from the bloodthirsty martial arts of the day. He was secretly happy. 

 

Ye Chen's mind flashed, thinking of Jiuyou evil king's command to steal Jiuyou star stone. He said: "elder, 

I want another thing. I don't know if you will give it. I can exchange a lot of pills or natural materials and 

local treasures." 

 

Xuanchen said, "Oh? What else do you want, little brother? " 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a coagulation, still way: "nine you star stone." 

 

Hearing the word "nine you star stone", Taoist xuanchen's face changed greatly, his tone was solemn, 

and he was surprised 

 

"Jiuyou star stone, it's a very old mineral. It has the effect of strengthening martial arts and calming the 

mind. Ordinary people can't know the secret of this mineral. Little brother, where did you hear that?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "I saw it in some ancient books." 

 

Taoist xuanchen said in a deep voice: "little brother, tell me the truth, who are you? Does it have 

anything to do with the inheritance of martial arts in the old days? This jiuyouxing stone is just a mineral 

of the old times. If there is no one behind you, how can you know the secret of this thing? " 
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Ye Chen thought for a moment and said, "I have a lot of cause and effect with the old times, but there 

are too many natural factors involved. I can't explain them in detail. Please forgive me. In short, if it's 

convenient, please give me the Jiuyou star stone. I can take out chips that satisfy you." 



 

Taoist xuanchen said in a deep voice, "this nine secluded star stone belongs to the old alliance. I can't 

make the decision. If the little brother wants to, he can take off the mask and show his true face. In this 

way, I can report for you that the great man of the old alliance, the legendary jade toad fairy, is just in 

the hell's Taoist temple. She can make the decision." 

 

Ye Chen said: "take off the mask, it is absolutely impossible. Please inform the jade toad fairy to see if 

she can accommodate." 

 

Xuanchen said, "my little brother is always unwilling to show his true face. It's very difficult for me to do 

that." 

 

Ye Chen says with a smile: "that calculate, since the elder is inconvenient, I don't trouble you." 

 

Xuanchen Taoist a Leng, didn't expect Ye Chen so simply. 

 

Ye Chen again polite a few words, said some thanks gift words and so on, then turn round to close the 

door. 

 

Xuanchen Taoist Leng at the door, he actually want to know the details of Ye Chen, but now obviously 

can't find anything. 

 

Ye Chen returns to the room alone, nine you evil gentleman quite some doubts a way: "grave Lord, how 

so quick refuse?"? If we discuss it again, maybe we can get the Jiuyou star stone directly. " 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "since the Jiuyou star stone is in the charge of the old alliance, maybe we 

don't need to rely on others. Please take the hand of the demon emperor." 

 

He thought of the devil. 

 

In the old alliance, the status of Zhetian devil emperor is very high, and the discourse power is second 

only to Wutian. 



 

If the devil emperor opens his mouth, it's easy for ye Chen to want a nine secluded star stone. 

 

"The demon emperor? Well, with his help, we can save a lot of trouble. " 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun nods. When he communicates with Ye Chen in the daytime, he also knows the situation 

of the demon emperor. 

 

At that moment, ye Chen sent a letter to the old alliance to explain the cause and effect to the demon 

emperor. 

 

Of course, the name of the letter is to kill the sky with leaves. Outsiders can't see it, but the demon 

emperor knows the truth. 

 

After the letter was sent out, ye Chen was waiting. 

 

However, to his surprise, after two days, he did not receive a reply. 

 

"Why haven't you answered me? Is there an accident? " 

 

Ye Chen's brow is tight wrinkly, cover a day evil Emperor didn't reply a letter, pour let him very 

surprised. 

 

Nine you evil Jun way: "it seems that there are other changes, or to rely on our own." 

 

Ye Chen said, "let's see first." 

 

The cultivation of xuanchen Taoist is in the four layers of heaven. 

 



And behind the jade toad fairy, cultivation is also a hundred flail realm four days, the strength of these 

two people, are very strong. 

 

If ye Chen insists on seizing Jiuyou Xingshi and offends them, it's not easy to deal with the aftermath. 

 

So another day passed, and the day of the third hell trial officially arrived. 

 

However, the demon emperor still didn't reply. 

 

Ye Chen has no choice but to watch the change. Together with Jianming, ye Chen enters the arena and 

comes to the VIP seat to watch the trial battle. 

 

He was the winner of the second trial. As soon as Taoist xuanchen saw him coming, he invited him to sit 

down at the VIP table. 

 

Ye Chen and Jian Mingming sit on the VIP table together. 

 

Leng MuQing follows them. 

 

Next to them were two great figures, Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy. 

 

When ye Chen saw the jade toad fairy for the first time, he saw that her face was beautiful, her body 

was graceful, and her skin was particularly special. She was translucent, not white, but very special 

translucent. Like ice and snow, she could vaguely see her slender bones and tendons, the real flesh and 

blood. 

 

"Master Shi, do you know the jade toad fairy?" 

 

Ye Chen is quite a bit curious, to nine you evil gentleman ask a way. 

 



Jiuyou evil king said: "yes, she is an old star beast. She used to live in the secret place of tianwu immortal 

gate. She should be the only surviving snow and ice jade toad now. Snow and ice jade toad is an 

excellent cauldron. It can be used as a tonic. Are you interested in using Yin to tonify Yang?" 

 

Ye Chen dumbfounded smile, way: "have no interest, I ask." 

 

"Little brother, are you ye Jitian? I don't know what school to follow? " 

 

At this time, the jade toad fairy also asked Ye Chen with a smile. 

 

Ye Chen thought of his words and said, "I have no school. I have a chance in the old days. I have become 

a martial arts expert." 

 

With a trace of charm and curiosity, the jade toad fairy looked at Ye Chen and said, "is that right? It's a 

miracle that you can practice yourself to the point of little brother without the guidance of a famous 

teacher. " 

 

She didn't believe it. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and no longer answers, looking at the arena. 

 

At this time, the competition is about to start, and the contestants are preparing in the rest area. 

 

Ye Chen glances at him casually, and his heart beats suddenly, catching a breath of familiarity. 

 

That's the breath of the temple of yin and Yang! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen felt the jade pendant of yin and Yang, and there was a change. 

 

There are people related to the temple of yin and Yang. It's nearby! 



 

Ye Chen's pupils contract and follow the instructions of yin and Yang jade pendant. Finally, his eyes fall 

on a young man. 

 

The young man, who was very strange in appearance, was obviously not living in the contestant's area 

before, and was present today. 

 

He is in the rest area, waiting for admission, from appearance to temperament, is mediocre. 

 

If it wasn't for the change of the jade pendant of yin and Yang, ye Chen would not have noticed him at 

all. What's more, he didn't expect that the latter was related to the temple of yin and Yang! 

 

"Is this man the descendant of the temple of yin and Yang?" 

 

Ye Chen was very curious and said to the jade toad fairy quietly: 

 

"Fairy, can you show me the list of this game?" 

 

The jade toad fairy said, "no problem." Sign to Taoist xuanchen. 

 

Xuanchen Taoist attitude respectful, immediately take out the list of the third game personnel, to Ye 

Chen. 

 

Ye Chen takes a look and finds out the message of the man in the temple of yin and Yang. The other man 

is Xia Xuansheng, who is half a step into the hundred yoke realm and is 800 years old. 

 

"Xia Xuansheng, eight hundred years old, half steps into the realm of hundred shackles..." 

 

Since ye Chen is only 800 years old, it has nothing to do with the temple of yin and Yang in the past. 

Even the people of the temple of yin and yang are new members. 

 



Because, the second place of the Yin Yang Temple was moved to the dark forbidden sea because of an 

accident ten thousand years ago. Hong Tianjing attacked and killed the temple in the land of Yin, and the 

leader of the temple disappeared. In order to avoid disaster, the temple had to move to the dark 

forbidden sea, and even elected the God of heaven and man as its leader. The situation is rather bleak 

and not optimistic. 

 

This Xia Xuansheng, only 800 years old, has nothing to do with the changes in the past. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's flickering eyes, Taoist xuanchen said, "what's the matter, little brother ye? Does 

anyone interest you?" 

 

Ye Chen put away the list and handed it back to Taoist xuanchen. He said faintly, "it's nothing. Just look 

at it casually." 
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Dang! 

 

At this time, the bell of the game also rang. 

 

The contestants who participated in the third trial entered one after another. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are always focused on Xia Xuansheng. 

 

That Xia Xuansheng, also seem to be aware of a trace of strange. 

 

He raised his head and saw Ye Chen. Seeing ye Chen's eyes hidden behind the mask, his body trembled 

for a moment. His plain face showed a trace of amazement and surprise. 

 

Afterwards, Xia Xuansheng calmed down again, regained his silent and dull appearance, and formally 

stepped into the arena. 



 

"The game begins!" 

 

At the order of the old referee, thousands of players in the arena immediately began to fight and kill 

each other. Blood and screams soon spread out, and the amputated limbs and internal organs flew. The 

scene was quite bloody. 

 

This is a real scuffle. Thousands of people kill each other, regardless of life or death. 

 

The first two battles are special. 

 

The first battle was originally a group fight against Leng MuQing by a group of people. As a result, Leng 

MuQing's Kendo was so strong that she finally killed a group of people by herself. 

 

In the second trial, the four talented warriors from famous families were crushed and killed all the way, 

and finally killed by Ye Chen. 

 

Both battles are not real scuffles. 

 

And now the third battle is really a melee of equal strength. 

 

None of them is particularly strong or weak. They compete for life and death with their own martial arts 

and luck. 

 

The whole audience, shouting and cheering, the scene is very warm. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Xia Xuansheng, only to find that his opponent's martial arts are just like him. He doesn't 

see anything strong. 

 

However, Xia Xuansheng's breath still gives Ye Chen a very familiar feeling. 

 



That's the wave of the temple of yin and Yang. 

 

The other party is definitely from the temple of yin and Yang! 

 

"Who is Xia Xuansheng?" 

 

Ye Chen frowns. After careful observation, he finds that Xia Xuansheng obviously hides his strength. In a 

thousand people's scuffle, most of them only take the defensive position and never move rashly. Only 

when someone kills him, he will fight back with his sword. Moreover, his sword technique is mediocre. 

He often has to use more than ten moves to kill the enemy. 

 

The scuffle lasted for half an hour, thousands of people fell down one after another, and the ground was 

covered with corpses. 

 

In the end, Xia Xuansheng was the only one who survived in the mountain of corpses. 

 

But after the scuffle, Xia Xuansheng's hair was scattered, his face was covered with blood, and he was 

panting. He was half kneeling on the ground. It seemed that he was wasting a lot of energy. His sword 

was broken and he looked very embarrassed. 

 

In the first two trials, Leng MuQing and ye Chen were both calm and calm in the end, showing their 

extraordinary martial arts attainments. 

 

However, Xia Xuansheng seemed to have a mediocre martial arts. He lived to the end with a lot of 

blood. 

 

"I won. Can you give me the order of hunting God?" 

 

Xia Xuansheng looked at the referee with a trace of fortitude. 

 

The referee said, "of course, congratulations on the winner. What's your name again?" 

 



Because Xia Xuansheng was too ordinary, the referee didn't pay special attention to him in the list, so he 

didn't even know his name. 

 

"Xia Xuansheng." 

 

Xia Xuansheng put his name on the newspaper, still panting, with injuries all over, as if to fall at any 

time. 

 

"Congratulations to Xia Xuansheng, who won the final hunting order 

 

The old judge announced in a loud voice that he would give Xia Xuansheng the last piece of hunting 

order. 

 

"Thank you very much," said Xia Xuansheng 

 

He took a deep breath, as if it took a lot of effort to stand up and bow to the audience. 

 

And the audience, also with warm applause and cheers. 

 

Ye Chen saw Xia Xuansheng win, sharp eyes, thought: "this man's hiding means, really clever." 

 

With his insight, he could see that Xia Xuansheng's injuries were only skin injuries, but not bones and 

muscles. He pretended to be panting and hiding his strength. 

 

If the peak broke out, ye Chen estimated that Xia Xuansheng would be able to kill the whole audience in 

a single incense burning time, and he would never be so embarrassed. 

 

The third battle ended successfully. 

 

Xia Xuansheng became the final winner. He took out a few pills and took them. After that, he strode 

towards the VIP seat. 



 

Ye Chen's heart is pounding. Does Xia Xuansheng recognize himself? 

 

But Xia Xuansheng came to the VIP table and didn't look at Ye Chen, as if ye Chen didn't exist. 

 

He saluted Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy, and said respectfully, "younger Xia Xuansheng, I have 

seen elder xuanchen, jade toad fairy." 

 

Taoist xuanchen was so surprised that he said, "congratulations on your victory. What's the matter with 

you?" 

 

Xia Xuansheng suddenly knelt down and said, "I have admired the prestige of the old Alliance for a long 

time. I want to worship the old alliance. Please accept me." 

 

This time, he suddenly knelt down, xuanchen Taoist and jade toad fairy, are slightly surprised. 

 

But in Ye Chen's heart, it is to stir up the surging waves, incomparably moving. 

 

Members of the temple of yin and Yang will never yield to the enemy, no matter how bumpy their lives 

are. 

 

But now, Xia Xuansheng even knelt down and even asked Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy to take 

him in and join the old alliance. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes explode with anger. If there are disciples of the temple of yin and Yang who dare to kneel 

down to worship the old alliance, it is tantamount to rebellion. He absolutely wants to clean up the 

door. 
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Xuanchen said, "do you want to join the old alliance? I can't be the Lord, fairy. What do you think? " 

Look at the jade toad fairy. 

 

The jade toad fairy calmed down, took a sip of tea and said, "if you want to join the old alliance, you 

have to go through the hunting meeting." 

 

When she saw that Xia Xuansheng's martial arts were ordinary and nothing special, she didn't care. 

 

In her eyes, Xia Xuansheng was just lucky to pass the test. 

 

Xia Xuansheng said humbly, "I'm sure you will pass the hunting meeting. When that time comes, please 

accept me." 

 

With that, he kowtowed three times to the jade toad fairy. 

 

Ye Chen sits on the seat, the palm grasps the chair handle, click click to make a sound, under 

indignation, crushed the chair handle. 

 

If Xia Xuansheng, who is really a disciple of the Yin Yang Temple, kneels down to the old alliance, it's 

treason. Ye Chen can't stand it. 

 

"Brother ye, what's the matter with you?" 

 

Jade toad fairy see ye Chen look strange, that angry abnormal posture, and usually calm appearance is 

very different, can't help but wonder. 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth and refused to believe that the disciples of the temple of yin and Yang would 

rebel and take refuge in the old alliance, saying: "nothing." 

 

He forced his anger to calm down. 

 



In fact, he did not think that there must be another reason why the strong of yin and Yang Temple 

would take refuge in Wutian. 

 

At this time, the jade toad fairy also said to Xia Xuansheng, "if there's anything wrong, wait until the 

hunting meeting is over." 

 

"Yes," said Xia Xuansheng Then he stood up and turned back. 

 

Ye Chen wants to stop talking, but he finally holds back. He decides not to contact this person for the 

time being. Anyway, when the hunting meeting starts, there is still a chance to see him again. 

 

The jade toad fairy said with a smile, "little brother ye, I wish you show your style at the hunting 

meeting." 

 

Ye Chen light way: "Cheng Xian Zi Gui Yan, I will try my best." 

 

The hell trial ended, and the audience came to an end one after another. Ye Chen said goodbye to jade 

toad fairy and Taoist xuanchen, and left with sword nameless. 

 

Leng MuQing is still following Ye Chen, and still remembers the fragments of the magic weapon. 

 

Ye Chen said coldly: "don't follow me. If you want to trade, you have to wait until the end of the hunt. If 

you die at the hunting meeting, it's meaningless to trade." 

 

Leng MuQing said angrily, "who do you curse to die?" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't care about Leng MuQing either. He and Jian Mingming quickly shake off each other and 

leave directly. 

 

Leng MuQing stamped her feet in anger, but she had nothing to do. 

 



Sword nameless way: "leaf adult, where do we go now?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "go back to beimangzu first." 

 

Sword nameless way: "yes!" 

 

Ye Chen said: "however, I still have something to deal with. You go back first." 

 

He still remembers in the heart, nine you evil gentleman's order. 

 

Jiuyou evil king wants to steal Jiuyou star stone, but now Jiuyou star stone hasn't got it, ye Chen can't 

leave at will. 

 

Sword nameless doubt way: "leaf adult, you still have what thing to want to deal with?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "you don't have to worry. You can go back and wait for me first." 

 

Sword nameless way: "yes!" Immediately left alone and returned to beimangzu. 

 

Ye Chen left alone, secretly communicating with reincarnation cemetery, and said to Jiu you: "master, 

do you want to do it? I'm afraid it's not easy to rob Jiuyou star stone. " 

 

Now the hell trial is over, and the curtain is over. But in the hell Taoist temple, there are xuanchen 

Taoist, jade toad fairy and other experts who want to forcibly seize the Jiuyou star stone, so it's hard to 

go to heaven. 

 

However, the Jiuyou star stone is very important. It is a spiritual thing to stabilize the mind of Jiuyou evil 

king. Ye Chen can't miss it. Although he knows the danger, he can only try. 

 

Jiuyou evil king pondered for a while, and said: "I pass you a skill called" Heaven deceives the way ", 

which is one of the thirty-six ways of heaven. It can fake the appearance of the appearance of the 



strange treasure, and even deceive heaven and earth. You can use this skill to forge the appearance of 

the strange treasure to come out, lead people away, and transfer the tiger away from the mountain, 

then you can get Jiuyou star stone smoothly." 

 

Say, nine you evil gentleman flick a wisp of light, escape into Ye Chen's mind. 

 

Boom! 

 

All of a sudden, I'm very excited. 

 

It's an ancient and exquisite technique, infused into Ye Chen's head. 

 

This skill is to deceive heaven. It's one of the thirty-six ways of the Supreme Court. It can fake the 

appearance of the appearance of a strange treasure and deceive the living beings. 

 

In the old days, this method was often used to set traps, deceive ferocious animals and enter traps. 

 

Ye Chen feels the magic of heaven's deception. His eyes turn slightly and he has an idea in his heart. 

 

"I hope I can succeed." 

 

Ye Chen's mind moves and flies to a desert island. 

 

This desert island is about a hundred miles away from the hell dojo. From the island, you can see the 

outline of the hell dojo. 

 

Ye Chen takes out a Fu Zhao. This Fu Zhao, with samsara sword Qi, is the Fu Zhao that contains samsara 

Heaven Sword cause and effect! 

 

According to this edict, if ye Chen is close to reincarnation Heavenly Sword, he can feel something. 



 

However, the dark forbidden sea is too big and boundless. Ye Chen has not been able to capture the 

position of reincarnation sword since he stepped into the dark forbidden sea. 

 

Now take out reincarnation Fu Zhao, ye Chen of course is not looking for reincarnation sky sword, but to 

arrange illusion! 

 

"Deceiving heaven, deceiving heaven and crossing the sea, Chih!" 

 

Ye Chen pinches a formula, bites his fingertips, smears a drop of blood on the reincarnation edict, and 

uses the deception method. 

 

Hum! 

 

Reincarnation Fu Zhao concussion, a strong golden light, suddenly shot out, and formed a straight 

column of light, straight into the sky, the clouds are all through, golden light floating, surrounded by 

sword, very spectacular. 

 

The sword Qi is the sword Qi of Tianjian, the breath of reincarnation Tianjian! 

 

Of course, this sword Qi is a fake! 

 

Ye Chen used the method of deceiving heaven and combined with the reincarnation edict to create the 

astonishing vision of reincarnation sword. 

 

But see sky golden light, sword spirit ups and downs, that reincarnation of the majesty, turbulence 

clouds, extremely spectacular. 

 

In addition to the subtlety of deception, ye Chen's power of reincarnation has a lot to do with it. 

 

If someone else, even Jiuyou evil king, could not create the illusion that reincarnation Heavenly Sword 

came out, only Ye Chen could. 



 

With the appearance of reincarnation sword coming out, all kinds of space rules, time rules and road 

rules are shaking up. The sky resonates, the world is vast, and the incomparable golden light shines on 

the eight wastelands. 

 

In the infernal Dojo, the audience just left, but suddenly saw the golden light of reincarnation, and 

everyone was stunned. 

 

"This is the smell of... Tianjian?" 

 

"It's the weather of reincarnation sky sword!" 

 

"Is reincarnation Tianjian born?" 

 

"My God, it's just a hundred miles ahead!" 
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They were completely shocked. They only thought that reincarnation Tianjian was really born. 

Otherwise, how could there be such a big vision? Even the world was shocked. 

 

Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy were also shocked to see this scene. 

 

"What's the matter? Is reincarnation Tianjian coming out? It's impossible. This sword is very mysterious 

and powerful. If there are signs of birth, the devil will be aware of it. " 

 

Taoist xuanchen was so shocked that he couldn't believe his eyes. 

 



However, the golden light in the sky broke out more and more intensely. The sword Qi in the golden 

light was floating and sinking, and countless sword lights gathered into the shadow of a Heavenly Sword, 

which was the reincarnation Heavenly Sword in the legend. 

 

The jade toad fairy's beautiful eyes contracted, which was also unbelievable, and said: "it's very 

important for Tianjian to be born. Go and have a look! This sword must not fall into the hands of others! 

" 

 

With that, the jade toad fairy turned into a wisp of snow and flew to the place where the golden light 

came out. 

 

Taoist xuanchen knew that the situation was urgent, so he took some experts with him and went with 

the jade toad fairy. 

 

And the audience, who had just left, were also swarming to fly to the place where the vision was sent 

out. 

 

Within a radius of thousands of miles, many hidden strongmen, all the gate valve families, are sensitive 

to each other, and they all go out one after another. The situation is very tense. 

 

Ye Chen sensed the changes around him, and he was a little surprised. Then he said happily, "it seems to 

be a success!" 

 

Jiuyou evil king way: "opportunity, go back to capture Jiuyou star stone!" 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Chen immediately conceals his body and returns to hell. 

 

When he came to the hell Dojo, he found that there were few people on the scene, almost all of them 

ran to grab reincarnation sword, and there were only some ordinary guards guarding the scene. 

 



Taoist xuanchen and jade toad fairy are gone. They are obviously attracted by the illusion of 

reincarnation. 

 

It's a great success! 

 

Ye Chen's heart is a burst of excitement, hiding in the hell outside the Daochang, looking at the guards 

inside, heart secretly wish way: "I wish, heaven and earth are drunk, a dream of spring and autumn!" 

 

As soon as the idea of making a wish was sent out, the sky and stars of the wish vibrated, and a wisp of 

white light shot out. 

 

The wisps of white light fell on the ordinary guards. Their bodies immediately fell to the ground like 

drunk and fell into a deep sleep. 

 

With Ye Chen's current methods, it's easy to deal with ordinary soldiers, even without blood. A wish is 

enough. 

 

After solving the garrison, ye Chen swaggered and went directly into the hell Taoist center. 

 

In the center of that array, a spirit stone shining with old stars is shining slightly. It's Jiuyou star stone. 

 

This nine secluded star stone is deeply embedded in the array of hell's Taoist temple and is not easy to 

capture. 

 

"Longyuan sky sword, broken!" 

 

Time is urgent, ye Chen is also lazy to waste time, to study the array, directly pull out the Longyuan sky 

sword, cut hard, cut the array. 

 

Patta! 

 



As soon as the array broke, the nine you star stone fell down. 

 

Ye Chen palms a shot, across the air will nine you star stone intake in the past, hold in the hand, happy 

way: "stone master, got the hand!" 

 

Jiu you Xie Jun said: "well, since you've got it, go quickly. If you break the battle by force, it may attract 

the attention of outsiders." 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "is!" He quickly turned and left. 

 

But Jiuyou is right. When ye Chen breaks the array, Taoist xuanchen, who is on an isolated island a 

hundred miles away, feels something. 

 

At this time, Taoist xuanchen, jade toad fairy, and many strong men came to the desert island. 

 

People crowded together to admire the majesty of reincarnation sword. However, when they came to 

the island, they found that the breath of reincarnation was not real, but an illusion. 

 

"Is the appearance of reincarnation Tianjian false?" 

 

The jade toad fairy was a little surprised and couldn't believe it. 

 

It's impossible to fake the appearance of reincarnation sword, even if the demon ancestor has no 

heaven. Who on earth has such great ability and what's the purpose? 

 

"We were cheated?" 

 

People around are also looking at each other, it is difficult to accept for a while. 

 

"No, I've got a plan to divert the tiger from the mountain!" 



 

Taoist xuanchen's pupils suddenly contracted, and when he thought that the array of hell's Daochang 

had been broken, and even the breath of Jiuyou Xingshi had been lost, he understood everything in an 

instant. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

The jade toad fairy Liu Mei frowned and asked Taoist xuanchen. 

 

"Fairy, I'll go back!" 

 

Xuanchen's face sank, and there was no time to explain. He immediately tore the void and returned to 

hell. 

 

At this time, ye Chen is coming out of the hell's Taoist temple with the Jiuyou star stone. 

 

Whoa! 

 

Xuanchen Taoist's body shape is like electricity. He comes down and almost bumps into Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was surprised and cried, "Taoist xuanchen!" 

 

He didn't expect that the other party would come back so soon. 

 

Taoist xuanchen stares at Ye Chen coldly, and then looks at the Jiuyou star stone in his hand, and says: 

"ye zatian, what do you want to do?" 

 

Ye Chen is in a cold sweat. Taoist xuanchen is a strong man in the four layers of the world. If he fights, he 

has no chance of winning. Besides, there is a jade toad fairy behind him, which is even harder to deal 

with. 

 



Besides, ye Chen doesn't want to provoke such a strong enemy for no reason. 

 

For a moment, countless thoughts flashed through Ye Chen's heart, thinking about the way to get away. 

 

Taoist xuanchen asked, "do you want to steal Jiuyou star stone?" 

 

Ye Chen did not answer. 

 

Taoist xuanchen also had countless thoughts in his mind. Last night, he visited Ye Chen and knew that ye 

Chen wanted the Jiuyou star stone. 

 

"Tell me the truth, what do you have to do with the old days? Your martial arts atmosphere is very 

similar to tianwuxian gate, even to the legendary Jiuyou evil king. Who are you 

 

Taoist xuanchen stares at Ye Chen. He always thinks that ye Chen's identity is not simple. There is 

definitely a shadow of the old times behind him. Maybe it has something to do with Jiuyou evil king. 

 

Ye Chen's mind flashed, but he didn't dare to reveal the cause and effect of Jiu you Xie Jun rashly. 

 

At this time, in the reincarnation cemetery, the evil king of Jiuyou said to Ye Chen, "you don't have to 

hide it any more. It's OK to tell him. Just say that you are my disciple, and this jade card is the 

certificate." 

 

Say, nine you evil gentleman hand over a jade card to Ye Chen again. 

 

This jade plate is engraved with the word "tianwu". The handwriting is extremely powerful and 

powerful. It is the jade plate of the true disciple of tianwu immortal sect in the past. 

 

On the back of the jade plate, printed with the name of jiuyouxie Jun, is the word "Shi Qingtian". 

 

In the hands of Mozu Wutian, there are the same jade medals. 



 

Ye Chen's heart moved. He immediately took the jade Medal of this day and presented it to Taoist 

xuanchen, saying: "to tell you the truth, elder, I am the disciple of Jiuyou evil king. This Jiuyou star stone 

is originally my master's property. I just want to take it back, but I didn't steal it intentionally." 
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When Taoist xuanchen saw the jade medal that day, he was shocked. 

 

Shaking his hands, he took the jade plate and looked at it. However, he saw that the carving of the jade 

plate was elegant, simple and simple, with the word "tianwu" on the front and the word "shiqingtian" 

on the back. 

 

"This is..." 

 

Taoist xuanchen's eyes were wide open. He had seen this jade card in Wutian's hand. It was the real jade 

card of tianwu immortal gate! 

 

"Are you really a disciple of Jiuyou evil king?" 

 

Taoist xuanchen takes a breath of cool air. Ye Chen has the genuine jade card of Jiuyou Xie Jun, which is 

obviously true. 

 

You know, Jiuyou Xie Jun is the younger martial brother of Wutian. In other words, in terms of seniority, 

ye Chen is the nephew of Wutian. With this kind of relationship, ye Chen can walk freely in the dark sea. 

 

Of course, Taoist xuanchen doesn't know that ye Chen's real identity is Ye Chen, and ye Chen has a lot of 

enmity with Wutian. 

 

Ye Chen said: "the evil king of Jiuyou is my master. If you can make it convenient, please give me the 

stone of Jiuyou star." 



 

Taoist xuanchen nodded solemnly and said, "no problem, you can take the nine secluded star stone!" 

 

He knows that the person behind Ye Chen, the evil king of Jiuyou, has disappeared for many years. His 

identity is amazing. If he is still alive, his strength will be earth shaking. 

 

Wutian, the demon ancestor, has always wanted to find the descendants of tianwu immortal gate. If he 

knows that Jiuyou evil king is still alive and has a disciple, he will be very happy. 

 

At the moment, Taoist xuanchen returns the jade Medal of that day to Ye Chen and wants to make a 

good relationship. 

 

Ye Chen said: "elder, please keep my master's affairs secret for the time being. I don't want to let it out." 

 

Xuanchen said, "Oh? In terms of seniority, Wutian is your uncle. Don't you recognize him? " 

 

Ye Chen said: "I think it's not too late to recognize each other after the hunting meeting is over and my 

strength has been proved." 

 

Taoist xuanchen laughed and said, "is that so? Well, young people are very ambitious. I'm optimistic 

about you. I hope you can make a great success in the old Japan League in the future. Don't forget me. " 

 

Ye Chen can't laugh or cry, way: "certainly, certainly, that I leave first." 

 

Taoist xuanchen said with a smile, "walk slowly." 

 

Then he respectfully sent Ye Chen out. 

 

When he arrived at the door, Taoist xuanchen saw the golden light of reincarnation in the distance. He 

was puzzled and asked, "brother ye, what magic power did you use to forge the illusion that 

reincarnation Heavenly Sword was born?" 



 

Ye Chen's heart jumped. He didn't want to expose his true identity, so he said quietly, "it's the deception 

method that my master taught me." 

 

Xuanchen said: "can deception alone forge such a vast reincarnation?" 

 

He felt vaguely that it was wrong, but he didn't dare to say anything. 

 

Ye Chen said, "my master has great powers. It's nothing strange." 

 

Taoist xuanchen nodded slightly. Although he was still suspicious, he didn't guess that ye Chen was the 

master of reincarnation. He only thought that the old magic power was wonderful, not that he could see 

it. He said: "well, when the little brother goes back, remember to greet Jiuyou evil king for me." 

 

Ye Chen said: "certainly!" 

 

With that, ye Chen said goodbye to Taoist xuanchen and left with Jiuyou Xingshi to return to beimangzu. 

 

On the way, ye Chen handed the nine you star stone to the nine you evil king and said, "master, I have 

the spirit stone." 

 

Jiuyou evil king nodded slightly and said: "very good, with this Jiuyou star stone, my Taoist heart can at 

least be safe." 

 

His life is too rough, and he has a sense of resentment and bloodlust in his heart, so he is easy to be 

possessed. With the help of Jiuyou Xingshi, at least he will not be possessed again. 

 

At present, the evil king of Jiuyou takes the stone of Jiuyou star, escapes back to the tombstone and 

begins to refine silently. 

 

But ye Chen returns to Beimang ancestral place, reunites with Xiaohuang, is naturally very happy. 



 

After more than half a month, the hunting meeting will begin. 

 

Little zodiac: "master, I want to go with you, too." 

 

Ye Chen said, "Oh? Won't you stay with your mother? " 

 

Little zodiac: "I still want to save my father! I have recovered from my injury now 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a while and said, "OK, then you will go with me." 

 

In fact, ye Chen doesn't want to take Xiao Huang, because Xiao Huang's identity is too special. He has 

the blood of Zuwang and can't be lost. 

 

That hunting meeting is too dangerous. If Xiao Huang falls, the ancestral King's blood will be completely 

cut off. 

 

However, since Xiao Huang wants to go, ye Chen naturally doesn't intend to stop him. After all, Xiao 

Huang's father is imprisoned in the hunting ground. If Xiao Huang is there, the chance of rescue will be 

greater. 

 

When everything is ready, ye Chen and Xiao Huang leave together. Beimangjing and Jianming come out 

to see them off. 

 

When ye Chen leaves this time, Jianming will stay in Beimang ancestral land. With him here, the people 

on the other side of the demons dare not make trouble. 

 

Ye Chen brings Xiao Huang into the world of the yellow spring. Then he puts on the mask of Ye Zaitian 

and goes to the hunting meeting site alone to kill the gods! 

 

…… 



 

At this time, the old alliance hall. 

 

As the hunting meeting is about to begin, Mozu Wutian is discussing important matters with several 

high-level Dharma protectors. 

 

Mozu Wutian has a list. 

 

This list records all the people who took part in the hunting. 

 

"Ye Zaitian and Leng MuQing are interesting." 

 

Mozu Wutian's eyes narrowed slightly, staring at the names on the list. 

 

When his eyes reach, the list is shining, and the images of Ye Chen and Leng MuQing emerge. 

 

However, ye Chen wears a mask and takes Yin Tian Shen Dan. His pseudonym is Ye Zaitian, and the devil 

ancestor Wu Tian doesn't see it. 
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Besides, ye Chen's name on the stone tablet of forbidden heaven list is also ye Zaitian, and others don't 

doubt his true identity. 

 

Under the steps of the main hall, a man in armor, half man and half wolf, stepped out and said: "Laozu, 

according to my investigation, Leng MuQing is an ordinary casual monk. He occasionally got a Bone 

Demon flag and changed his life against the sky. But ye Zaitian can't find out anything." 

 

This man is the north wind wolf in the sixteen Dharma guards. 



 

Wutian was surprised and said, "can't you find anything?" 

 

North wind wolf way: "exactly, this person seems to appear out of thin air, at present in the forbidden 

day list ranked 674." 

 

As soon as the emperor turned, he looked at the emperor and said, "have you ever heard of Ye zatian?" 

 

The expression of the demon emperor is a little strange. He naturally knows that ye Zaitian is Ye Chen. 

 

Before that, he even received a letter from ye Chen. 

 

At that time, ye Chen wanted the Jiuyou star stone, so he entrusted the Zhetian devil emperor to help, 

but the Zhetian devil Emperor didn't reply, for fear of causing the attention of the devil ancestor Wutian. 

 

At this time, hearing the question of Wutian, the emperor said: "it seems that I have heard it, but I'm not 

sure." 

 

He knew that in the face of Wutian, he could never lie. A lie would be seen and could not be concealed. 

 

It's hard to hide unless you practice the nine days holding the simple formula, or the evil moon 

enchanting the God method, which can cover up the cause and effect and avoid peeping. 

 

Therefore, he simply hesitated and prevaricated. 

 

Mozu Wutian saw that emperor Zhetian seemed to hide something. He frowned, but he didn't ask 

much. 

 

Between him and the devil, there is a tacit understanding. Neither of them has touched the bottom line 

of the other, which is an extremely delicate relationship. 

 



"Baqi, go and ask Taoist xuanchen to see me." 

 

The evil ancestor has no day to order to go down, toward under the stage a gray robe man way. 

 

The man in the grey robe has a surly appearance. He is surrounded by eight big snakes. His appearance 

is very strange. It's the eight Qi heaven snakes in the sixteen Dharma guardians. 

 

"Yes, Lao Zu!" 

 

Eight Qi day snake immediately backed out, tearing void to leave. 

 

In less than half a incense burning time, he caught an old Taoist and came back. 

 

The old Taoist is the Taoist of xuanchen. 

 

Eight Qi day snake way: "Lao Zu, the person has brought." 

 

Taoist xuanchen was caught in the hall of the old alliance. He saw that the hall was serious, and the 

demon ancestor Wutian was sitting on the throne of the white bone and Black Lotus. Next to him, the 

demon emperor stood with his hands down. Under the stage, there were many guardians of the old 

alliance, such as the jade toad fairy, the north wind wolf, the holy yuan turtle, the wine swallowing ghost 

king, and so on. 

 

For a moment, xuanchen Taoist cold sweat, but where have seen this scene? 

 

He knelt down and kowtowed to Mozu Wutian. His face was as white as paper. He said, "I'm Taoist 

xuanchen. I don't know what's the matter with you?" 

 

Although he is a strong man in the four layers of heaven in Baiji realm, he can kill him thousands of 

times in front of Wutian, the devil's ancestor, with the existence of mole ants. He dare not breathe. 

 



Mozu Wutian narrowed his eyes and gazed at Taoist xuanchen, saying: "do you know ye zatian?" 

 

Taoist xuanchen was sweating, and said: "recognize... Know, he took part in the second trial in my hell 

Taoist center, and successfully passed, and got a god hunting order." 

 

"Is that right? Is there anything else? " 

 

At this time, the devil ancestor Wutian can't think of it. In fact, ye zatian is Ye Chen. 

 

Because, he allowed Ye Chen to participate in the hunting meeting. According to the common sense, ye 

Chen didn't have to fight for the order of hunting God. 

 

Taoist xuanchen shivers all over and thinks of Jiuyou evil king behind Ye Chen 

 

"Ye Zaitian, in fact, is your nephew!" 

 

This words a, the evil ancestor has no day a Leng. 

 

The strong Dharma protectors present were also stunned. 

 

Even the demon emperor felt extremely shocked. 

 

Ye Chen, is he the nephew of Wutian? 

 

Taoist xuanchen swallowed his saliva. He promised Ye Chen that he would keep it secret and not reveal 

Jiuyou's affairs. But now, where does he hide anything? 

 

At the moment, he said, "Ye Zaitian is actually a close disciple of Shi Qingtian, the evil king of Jiuyou. In 

terms of seniority, you are his martial uncle. I'm glad to have such a proud descendant." 

 



The demon ancestor had no heavenly eyes, and his voice was quite excited. He said, "that ye Zaitian is 

Shi Shidi's Apprentice? Are you right? " 

 

Many Dharma protectors at the scene were shocked. They had not seen Mozu Wutian for tens of 

thousands of years and showed such an excited attitude. 

 

In fact, at the beginning of tianwuxian, the relationship between Wutian and Jiuyou was not very close, 

but the old land of the school was destroyed, and every old man was very precious. 

 

Over the years, Mozu Wutian has also tried to find people from the old land of his school, including 

jiuyouxie Jun. 

 

At this time, he was excited and shocked to hear that ye Zaitian was actually a disciple of Jiuyou evil 

king. 

 

Xuanchen said: "the old slave saw with his own eyes that ye Zaitian took out the tianwu jade card of 

Jiuyou evil king. It's not wrong." 

 

"What about younger martial brother Shi? Is he still alive? " 

 

Xuanchen said: "the jade plate of Jiuyou evil king is shining, especially the number of Qi. It must have not 

fallen yet." 

 

Mozu Wutian was even more excited. He stood up, paced back and forth, and said, "if younger martial 

brother Shi is still alive, it would be great. I have been unable to make progress in my cultivation all 

these years, because the mind of Tao is not perfect enough. If I can reunite with the old people, the day 

of perfection will not be far away." 

 

At present, the cultivation of Mozu Wutian is equal to that of the empress of heaven. Both of them are 

equal in strength and can't compete with each other. Both of them are inferior to the ancient emperor 

Yuhuang. 

 



Yuhuanggudi is the peak of wuliangjing, and also the peak of Wudao in this world. However, Wutian is 

close to the peak and has not yet reached it. 

 

If he wants to reach the peak of martial arts in this world, he must have a perfect mind. However, the 

war in the old days caused him too much trauma. Now he must find his friends in the old days to make 

up for the trauma and reach a perfect state. 

 

Therefore, over the years, Mozu Wutian has been looking for the descendants of tianwuxianmen in 

order to make up for the past regret and make Daoxin complete. 

 

Eight Qi day snake way: "Lao Zu, since that leaf kills a day, is the descendant of the day Wu fairy door, 

that we hasten to meet him to come over to reunite." 

 

Hearing this, Mozu Wutian calmed down and said, "don't worry about it. He won't come to me, but he 

will go to the hunting meeting. He wants to prove his strength, so we will give him a chance to prove it." 

 

Xuanchen said: "the old ancestor said that ye zatian told me at that time, that's what he meant." 

 

Mozu Wutian nodded and said, "hunting starts today. Now prepare the coming ceremony for me. I will 

personally open the prohibition of killing the gods and leaving the wasteland." 

 

The Dharma protectors said, "yes!" He retreated to prepare for the ceremony of the coming of the devil. 

 

However, the demon emperor of covering the sky looked strange and murmured in his heart: "how can 

ye Chen be related to tianwu immortal gate? Is it because of Wu Zu? " 
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Naturally, the demon emperor had heard of tianwuxian gate and knew that the founder of tianwuxian 

gate was Wuzu. 

 



Wu Zu's cultivation is very strong. In fact, he has seen Wu Wu and is qualified to go to Wu Wu world. 

However, he chooses to stay in the real time and space and establish tianwu immortal gate to spread 

martial arts. 

 

So the source of martial arts in the world is Wuzu! 

 

In Wuzu's time, the system of martial arts had not yet taken shape. It was a wild world. Everything 

presented the nature of barbarism and ruggedness. It was Wuzu who created a realistic system of 

martial arts. 

 

He even included the philosophy of wuwuwujing in tianwu Wolong Sutra. 

 

Therefore, if someone in the world can understand the tianwu Wolong Sutra, he can see the mystery of 

Wuwu realm. 

 

Wuzu is broad-minded and bold. Although he doesn't want to set foot on everything, he has left a way 

for future generations. 

 

Ye Chen has the heart of Wuzu and has countless connections with Wuzu. 

 

The emperor thought that ye Chen was involved in tianwu immortal gate because of Wu Zu. He didn't 

think that it was the awakening of new power in reincarnation cemetery that made Ye Chen bear a new 

cause and effect. 

 

…… 

 

But at this time, ye Chen has come to exterminate the God. 

 

It is one of the top ten relics of the dark forbidden sea. It is the relic secret place of tianwuxianmen in 

the past. 

 



This place is almost a barren world. There are thousands of mountains and valleys, and ancient forests 

are continuous. From time to time, the roar of animals in the mountains and forests is frightening. 

 

At this time, the destruction of the gods has not yet been opened. 

 

In front of the entrance of mieshenyihuang, there is an artificial square. 

 

The people who came to take part in the hunting were waiting in the square. There were not many 

people, because there were only 100 God hunting decrees and only 100 qualified participants. 

 

Ye Chen came to the square, but saw the front entrance closed, there is a layer of black forbidden 

protection, outsiders can not enter. 

 

Several deacons of the old Japan League, who were on the scene to maintain order, said, "the hunting 

will begin immediately. You will wait here. The ancestors will come and open the entrance in person." 

 

When they heard that the devil was coming, they were all a little excited and whispered: 

 

"The devil ancestor has no heaven. He is the third expert in the world. It's worth living to see his real 

body today." 

 

"What's the third in the world? It's obviously the second in the world. It's only a little inferior to the 

ancient emperor Yuhuang." 

 

"No, I think it's still the third in the world. Ren tiannv has Tianjian, but the devil ancestor has no Tianjian. 

He has suffered a great loss in weapons. If he really fights, he's afraid he's not tiannv's enemy." 

 

"Ha ha, that's not necessarily true. The time of tiannu's cultivation and the accumulation of Qi are 

millions of years away from the heaven. What if there is Tianjian? I'm afraid we can't defeat Wutian. " 

 

People argue about the power of Wutian, but it's a clich é. There's a lot of controversy in the 

community. 



 

There is no doubt that the first master in the world is the ancient emperor of the feather emperor. 

 

The second and third are Ren tiannv and Mozu Wutian. It is hard to say who is the second and who is 

the third. 

 

Ye Chen listens to the public's argument, too lazy to pay attention to, the vision only looks at the front. 

 

Through the black prohibition, we can also clearly see the environment in the wasteland. It's really an 

ancient desolation. The age of the earth is much older than before. 

 

"It should be the place of Wuzu's time to wipe out the gods." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. Judging from the breath of the earth, this wasteland is very old. It 

should be the place where Wuzu once lived. Later, it was accepted by Wuzu and transformed into the 

secret place of tianwuxianmen. 

 

Therefore, the sacred beast in the wasteland of exterminating gods is nourished by the ancient earth. Its 

breath is particularly fierce and powerful. It has the wild spirit of a wild beast and should not be 

underestimated. 

 

"This brother..." 

 

Just as ye Chen was watching, a voice suddenly rang out. 

 

Ye Chen came back to see a young man saluting himself with a smile and sincerity. 

 

"Your Excellency is..." 

 

Ye Chen is quite puzzled, he does not know this man. 

 



The young man hesitated for a long time, but still said: "my name is Liu Qiming. Before endless years, I 

was a warrior who came out of the Tianren area Beiling tiandian. I see, brother, you have the air of 

Tianren area, even Beiling tiandian. What's the relationship between you and Beiling tiandian?" 

 

It turned out that this young man, named Liu Qiming, came from heaven and man, and even came from 

the tiandian Temple of Beiling! 

 

There is a special spirit of Beiling in the heaven hall of Beiling. Once you become a disciple, you will be 

infected with it. 

 

This is also convenient for the disciples of the tiandian Temple of Beiling to recognize each other 

outside. 

 

Although Ye Chen covered it, he was still found by Liu Qiming. 

 

Seeing ye Chen at the moment, he sensed the breath of heaven and man, and even the breath of Beiling 

tiandian, so he came up to meet him. 

 

Ye Chen Leng a Leng, he took Yin Tian Shen Dan, hide the breath of reincarnation, but did not 

deliberately hide other. 

 

"Are you a disciple of Beiling tiandian?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at Liu Qiming. 

 

He has a lot to do with the tiandian Temple of Beiling. Now I hear Liu Qiming mention it, which is also 

quite favorable. 

 

Liu Qiming said: "exactly! I don't know my brother's name. How can I come to the dark forbidden sea? Is 

it the mission of the heaven hall of Beiling? " 

 



Ye Chen said: "my name is Ye Jitian. I want to come to the hunting meeting to sharpen myself, but it's 

not the task of Beiling tiandian." 

 

Liu Qiming said: "so you are ye Zaitian?" 

 

Ye Chen is tiny a Zheng, way: "do you know me?" 

 

Liu Qiming said: "the stone tablet of the forbidden heaven list has become visible. I see your name, 

brother. It's 674th." 

 

Every time the forbidden list is updated, there is weather manifestation between heaven and earth. 

People who pay close attention to it can know the details. 

 

Ye Chen Leng Leng, recalling the stone tablet of the forbidden list, seems to have seen the name of Liu 

Qiming, but because there are too many names on the list, he did not pay attention to them. 

 

"I'm too low in the rankings, which makes brother Liu laugh." Ye Chen casually modest a. 

 

Liu Qiming said: "no harm, brother, since you were born in the tiandian Temple of Beiling, you have 

great potential and can do a lot in the future." 

 

Ye Chen's heart frets. It seems that when Liu Qiming left Beiling tiandian, it was very early, so he didn't 

know about ye Chen in Beiling tiandian. 

 

"Brother Liu, why did you leave the tiandian Temple of Beiling?" Ye Chen has some curiosity to ask 

again. 

 

Liu Qiming said: "I found the secret place of Hongjun's ancestors in some ancient books. It's in the dark 

forbidden sea, so regardless of the school's opposition, I decided to leave the school and come to the 

dark forbidden sea. Unexpectedly... Alas, the secret place of Hongjun has been emptied, but I can't even 

get a chance." 

 



At the end of the day, Liu Qiming's tone is bitter and lonely. After he left school, life is not easy. 

 

Ye Chen said: "is that so..." 

 

He thought of the nameless sword. Compared with the nameless sword, Liu Qiming's situation is much 

better, at least his arms and legs are built on the ground. 

Chapter 6450 

 

 

 

Liu Qiming said: "after I came out of Hongjun secret place, I was accepted by a family. The family name 

is Liu, but it is predestined relationship with me. This time I came to the hunting meeting on behalf of 

the Liu family." 

 

Ye Chen said: "is brother Liu the genius of the Liu family? Nice to meet you 

 

In the past, the demon Emperor gave Ye Chen a map, which also mentioned the Liu family. 

 

In the dark forbidden sea, in addition to the old alliance, the most famous force is the sixteen town 

princes. 

 

The so-called sixteen town princes are the territory of the sixteen star beast Dharma protectors in the 

old Japan League. 

 

In addition to the princes of the sixteen towns, there are many famous families. 

 

The Liu family is one of the famous families. 

 

Liu Qiming said: "brother ye, in addition to me, my Liu family also sent two other people for this hunting 

meeting. I'll introduce you." 

 



He knew that ye Chen came from heaven and man, and some came from the tiandian Temple of Beiling, 

so he had a good feeling and wanted to get close to him. 

 

Ye Chen is not good to refuse, then nods and walks to the other side of the square with Liu Qiming. 

 

Here, there is a man and a woman chatting against a big tree. 

 

"Miss, master tiger." 

 

When Liu Qiming saw them, he arched his hand respectfully. 

 

The man and woman, seeing that he came back with a strange mask, could not help frowning. 

 

"Liu Qiming, what did you just do over there?" 

 

The woman said. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the woman and sees that she is pretty, but her attitude is so arrogant that she can't 

help frowning. 

 

Liu Qiming said, "when I met an old friend in a foreign land, I met a person from heaven and man 

before, so I went to meet him. Miss, I'll introduce you." 

 

"This is Ye Jitian, brother Ye." 

 

"Brother ye, this is the eldest lady of the Liu family. Her name is Liu Luyu. She has cultivated for a 

hundred flail realm and cut off flail eighteen. She ranks 351 in the forbidden heaven list." 

 

"This is young master Liu Hu. His cultivation is also one level of heaven in the realm of hundred flail. He 

has nine ways to cut flail, ranking 397 in the list of forbidden heaven." 



 

"I haven't broken through yet. Now I'm ranked 433 in the forbidden sky list." 

 

After the introduction, Liu Qiming inquired Ye Chen: "brother ye, your accomplishments are..." 

 

He saw that ye Chen's cultivation breath on the surface was still true, but since he could be ranked on 

the forbidden heaven list, his real strength was more than that. 

 

Ye Chen said faintly, "my cultivation is to return to the seven layers of heaven." 

 

Liu Qiming said, "it's impossible. Brother, you're joking. How can you achieve this accomplishment when 

you can be on the forbidden heaven list?" 

 

That willow dew fish looked at Ye Chen one eye, way: "you hide the cultivation, wear a mask again, 

certainly not good intention!" 

 

She saw that ye Chen's accomplishments were shallow, and she was wearing a mask, which was 

inconsistent with the real ranking. There was something strange behind her, and she only thought Ye 

Chen was wrong. 

 

If she knew, ye Chen's performance in hell's Daochang would never be so contemptuous and hostile. 

 

Because, in the hell Taoist temple, ye Chen borrowed the power of Jiuyou evil king, and even burst out 

the terrible breath of the four layers of heaven! 

 

However, Liu Luyu, Liu Qiming, Liu Hu and others do not know about the hell trial. 

 

The dark forbidden sea is so big that countless anecdotes and strange things happen every day. 

Although Ye Chen is brilliant in hell, he does not attract the attention of the outside world. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and says, "since Miss Liu doesn't welcome me, I'll leave first." 



 

He didn't want to entangle with Liu Luyu, so he wanted to leave. 

 

"Ah, brother ye, it's all a misunderstanding." 

 

Liu Qiming comes out to make ends meet and detains Ye Chen. He still wants to get to know ye Chen. 

After all, everyone comes from heaven and man. 

 

"Ha ha, ye Jitian, right?" 

 

At this moment, Liu Hu glanced up and down at Ye Chen, held his arms and said: 

 

"You are ranked 674 in the forbidden heaven list. In this ranking, your true cultivation realm is not much 

higher than the later period of the true realm." 

 

He saw Ye Chen ranking so far behind, even if the real hidden strength, the real strength, also won't 

have much fierce, also don't put in mind. 

 

"Well, for Liu Qiming's sake, it's OK for you to stay. Kneel down and be my slave of the Liu family. I'll take 

care of you at the hunting meeting." Liu Hu said with a cold smile. 

 

Liu Luyu also nodded and said, "yes, I'm short of a servant. You stay and serve me. I won't treat you 

badly." 

 

In their words, they are bossy and high-ranking. Obviously, they are used to high positions and do not 

treat ordinary people as human beings at all. 

 

Ye Chen's various characters, the wind and waves, see more, see Liu Luyu and Liu Hu this pair of 

sarcastic face, also don't take heart, smile: "thank you two take care of, unfortunately I this knee, stand 

used to, kneel down, leave!" 

 

Finish saying, leaf Chen turns round to walk. 



 

"You 

 

Liu Hu and Liu Luyu are angry. They are usually high in the family, but they have never been rejected. 

Now they are rejected by Ye Chen in public, and their brows are filled with anger. 

 

"Housekeeper!" 

 

Liu Luyu blurted out, but then immediately shut up, a burst of embarrassment, here is to kill the gods, 

not her family, but no one will stand for her. 

 

"I'll teach the boy a lesson!" 

 

Liu Hu hums and looks at Ye Chen's back. Suddenly he rushes out and pats Ye Chen's back. 

 

Ye Chen frowned and felt the wind behind him, but he didn't expect that the other side was so savage 

and was waiting to fight back. Suddenly, there was magic light blooming in the sky, thousands of crows 

whistling, and a towering palm fell in the air, like the top of the Tianshan Mountain, banging on Liu Hu's 

body. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Liu Hu gushed blood on the spot, his body collapsed to the ground, his bones were broken, and he was 

seriously injured in an instant. 

 

"Liu Hu!" 

 

Liu Luyu was shocked and exclaimed. 

 

Liu Qiming was also shocked. Many strong people in the square were shocked when they looked at the 

startling palm. 



 

But see that huge palm put away, all over the sky crows surrounded, a black robed man slowly came 

down, it is the devil emperor. 

 

"Ah, it's Lord devil!" 

 

"Here comes the devil 

 

"It's said that he got the eye of death omen and has changed his life against heaven." 

 

"What is the eye of death omen?" 

 

"Fool, haven't you heard the latest rumor? The eye of death omen is one of the four beast kings under 

the throne of Hongjun, the king of nothingness 

 

When people saw the coming of the demon emperor, they were all shocked. There was a commotion, 

and they all stepped back. 

 

Recently, the adventure of the demon emperor has spread all over the dark forbidden sea, and the 

legend of the four beast kings under the throne of Hongjun has also spread. 

 

Among the four animal kings, the king of nothingness, the eye of death omen, has been refined by the 

demon emperor. 

 

This is an amazing adventure. Under the bright light of the demon emperor, ye Chen's brilliant 

performance in hell's ashram doesn't attract much attention, so Liu Luyu, Liu Hu and others haven't 

heard of Ye Chen at all. 

 

The demon emperor came down and looked at Liu Luyu coldly. 


